Cossack Light Hat Instructions
Part 1 - Ingredients
Wire Mesh
Available at garden centres or hardware stores.
It is basically plastic coated wire.
The plastic mesh isn’t strong enough – stick with the plastic-coated wire.

5 metres of red LED strip, 8mm wide
If you can find 670nm (a deep red), then grab it. If not, any red LED strip
will do. Look for the darkest red you can find.
Don’t buy strips with lots of colours – you just want red.
The best prices are available from online stores.
DC 12v Power Plug connector/adaptor (female)* for LED strip light
 External diameter 5.5mm
 Internal diameter 2.1mm
 Dimensions 38mm x 14mm x 10mm
 Make sure you buy the one that uses screws
Available from electronics or online stores.
Note: There is a clip version available but it is not recommended for permanent use. We do
find it extremely useful for quickly testing LED strips.

*If your LED strip comes with this connection, you won’t need this item.
LED strip connector *– 8mm wide
*If your LED strip comes with wires attached, you won’t need this item.
Available from electronics or online stores.
Cable ties - small
Available from hardware stores and garden centres

1-3mm Rubber edging U-channel
Available from foam shops or upholstery suppliers.
This is fantastic for lining the bottom edge of Cossack to cover the wire
edges.
12Volt DC power plug
1.5-2 amps or more.
Available from electronics or online stores.
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Part 2 - Tools
Protective gloves
Remember that you are playing with cut wire and the ends
can be annoyingly sharp.

Side cutters
If you don’t have side cutters, get a pair. Or tinsnips.
I think that the tinsnips (the battered blue things on the
right) were my father’s. They are pretty ancient. The red
ones on the right are heavy duty wire cutters for the
fencing I haven’t got around to doing.
Pliers
Small
Snub nosed is handy
Some pliers have built-in side cutters.
Wire strippers.
If you don’t have a tool to strip wire then do yourself a
huge favour and get one. They make life so much easier.
Small screwdrivers.
You will definitely need a small Phillips head screwdriver.
As well, I like to have a small flat head screwdriver as it is
useful for some of the fiddly LED connections.

Part 3 –Cossack Hat Frame
Wear your gloves!

a) Measuring and cutting
Cut the mesh to make the sides of the light hat. Now, the exact dimensions are to some extent based on the size of your
head. The hat needs to be sitting out from your head, so the dimensions below will seem ridiculously large. It is not
meant to be a snug fit. Don't make a beanie.
It is worth making a paper pattern starting with the figures below, then adjust to suit. For an average head, and
producing a hat diameter of around 25cm or 10 inches:
Length of mesh: 85cm or 33.5 inches
Height of mesh: 19cm or 7.5 inches
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Make sure that one of the long sides is on a finished edge of the wire mesh, as this makes it so much easier.

If both long edges are unfinished, the preparation will be much more tedious.

The finished edge will be the rim of your Cossack.

b) Make the sides
First join the short edges, making a wire tube.

Using your gloved fingers or the pliers, twist the wire edges together and use the pliers
to squash the ends so that they don't stick out.

Above, you can see the finished edge of the wire mesh, which will be the brim
of the hat, the part that sits over the eyebrows.

c) Make the lid of the Cossack
Having joined the short ends to make a mesh tube, now cut out more mesh
to make the top of the hat.
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Make sure it is a little larger than your mesh tube.
Trim it so that it is a little larger than the diameter of the mesh tube. This makes it easier to connect the wire bits.
Start connecting the top to the cut end of the mesh tube by entwining the wire ends.
Make sure you are wearing those gloves to stop being scratched even when using pliers. Those wire bits are sharp.

The photo above shows the work in progress, with the trusty pliers being used to squash the sharp wire ends.
The finished frame is below. Not magnificent, but it is effective. (Ignore the little fragment of mesh on the top left).

d) Prepare your red LED strip
If your LED strip already has wires attached, then you can happily skip this next bit.
If your LED strip has no wires attached, you will need to prepare the end of the LED strip.
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If your LED strip is covered with gel, then you will need to carefully remove a small amount of gel covering a connection
point. Place the strip on a cutting board, and using a sharp knife held horizontally, carefully slice the gel so that the knife
goes through the gel, but not into the underlying strip.
Using your pliers, pull the gel off so that the copper connections are completely uncovered.

Once you have the end of the LED strip clean, take the LED strip connector, and using your pliers, flick open the little
white lid on the non-wire side of the connector.

Using your small screwdriver, gently lift up the two metal connectors – do this carefully. You don’t need to lift them
much, just enough to make it easy to slide in the LED strip.

Now slide the LED strip in, underneath the two metal bits.

Once you have the copper dots lined up under the metal connectors, squash the metal connectors down onto the
copper blobs. I use the pliers, held vertically to squish the two together.
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This is the most vulnerable part of the whole assembly. If you have someone who can solder, ask them to solder these
two connections.
Another idea is, only when you are totally sure that the connections all work, to dob on some superglue.

Once you have fixed the LED, flick the plastic cover back into place.

e) Prepare the wires
The wires are visible, but I’ve found that they are not quite long enough to fit securely into the connector.

Using your wire strippers, carefully strip the wires so that you reveal 1-1.5cm of bare wire.

If you are connecting two LED strips together, then carefully open the threads of the wire so that you can blend the two
wires together more easily. If you are using just the one strip, don’t worry about it.
Now put your wires into the connector.

Match the (+) on the strip with the (+) on the connector. Thread the wire in, pushing it as far into the slot as possible.
Using your small Phillips head screwdriver, screw down and you should find that your wires are securely attached. Give
them a gentle tug to see if you can pull them out. If they resist a gentle tug, you are done.
You might have to loosen the screws to get the wire into the slot. Hold it all carefully and screw the wire into place – at
times it might feel like you need a few extra fingers.
Now, test it out. And cross those fingers.
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If it doesn’t work, then check all the connections you have made. If these seem sound, then unscrew the wires and
switch them so that the red wire goes into the negative side of the connector, and the black wire into the positive. It
sounds ridiculous but sometimes it just works.

Part 4 – Connect the LED strip to the Cossack frame
Collect your packet of small cable ties, the rubber U-channel edging and your red LED strip with all the connections.
a. Attach the rubber U-channel to the Cossack rim
Start with the rubber U-channel edging. Slip it over the rim of Cossack and cut it to fit. Now you don’t absolutely have to
have this rubber cover, but it does make Cossack look and feel a lot nicer.

b. Connect the business end of the LED strip to the outside of Cossack rim
Take the connector end of the LED strip. Be careful how you handle everything, so that you don’t let that connection
wobble too much as you work.
The connector must be placed on the outside rim of Cossack. If you have used the rubber U-channel, then the connector
sits on the outside of the rubber.
Select the spot on Cossack that looks like it will be the back – the part that sits over the back of your neck. This is where
you want the connector to be placed. Having it on Cossack’s back rim seems to make a more secure fit.
Holding the connector carefully, use two cable ties to secure it to the outside of the rubber-covered rim.

You can see two cable ties in place – a small white one, and a bigger black one. I’d run out of small cable ties, so I had to
use the bigger one. You can see that they wrap over the connector, and around the rubber U-channel which is itself on
the wire mesh. This helps keep the rubber U-channel in place, too.
You really do want to keep the wire connections absolutely stable. Any wobble will guarantee that the wires work loose.
Place the cable ties so that the connector is almost concreted in.
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c. Attach the LED strip
This is the fun part. (If you’ve made an Eliza light hat, attaching the LED strip is the most un-fun part imaginable.
Michael’s Cossack design makes it so easy.)
You have connected your LED connector to the exterior of Cossack, and now you start carefully wrapping the LED strip
around the exterior, making sure that the lights shine into the centre of Cossack.
You don’t need to stick the LED strip onto anything, so don’t touch the white tape on the back of the LED strip.
The tape on the back of the LEDs is on the outside:

The lights are on the inside. This is one of Michael’s photos, and you can see how he packed the LED strip very closely.

This is one of my efforts, and I was less generous with the LED strip, and far less neat. Remember, though, that neat is
not necessary. The red lights will shine on your head whether or not they are arranged with military precision.

As you wrap the LED strip around and around, use your small cable ties to fasten the LED strip to a piece of wire mesh.
Don’t make the fastening tight. Always leave a bit of space. Just make it secure enough to hold.
You don’t need many cable ties to make it work. The tricky part is winding and securing the LED strip so that it keeps
going up. It doesn’t need to be perfect.
Keep winding until you get to the end of your LED strip. Use a few extra cable ties to secure the end.

d. Play around with ways to make the hat sit comfortably.
Michael has successfully used thick elastic cord to set up a springy base to sit on top of the head. This helps lift Cossack
and increase light on the very top of the head.
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The photo above is one of my messy efforts, and it really did need to have more cord threaded through.
The photo below is of a Cossack by Michael, the Master.

Part 5 – Variations
If you are feeling adventurous, make a second Cossack and try some different things.
a. Wrap LED strip over the top of the hat.
You’ll have to use two LED strips and then connect them into the one connector. A bit more fiddly, but it does give light
directly onto the top of the head.

b. Use two different LED strips – for Parkinson’s Disease only
You’ll have to set up two different connectors on the rim, one for each wavelength. Plug your power cord into one
wavelength and then plug it into the other. Use the wavelengths sequentially, not at the same time.
If you DON’T have Parkinson’s Disease, then DON’T use two wavelengths. Stick with the deep red LEDS in the range
650nm to 670nm
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